Parallel Parenting

Plan
A framework for parenting through con ict
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Parallel Parenting
Parallel parenting allows for high-con ict co-parents to maintain their
collective parenting responsibilities while disconnecting from each other
personally. In a parallel parenting arrangement, all of your communication
should be business-like and focused on your children. You're also likely to
agree to limit how you communicate to only be in writing and via one
speci c platform.
In a parallel parenting plan, you'll probably change the location of your
parenting time exchanges to a neutral space away from either of your
homes or use a supervised exchange service.
Parallel parenting calls for parents to agree to make day-to-day decisions for
their child independently. While important decisions on matters like
education and medical care may still be made jointly, everyday choices like
what the children will have for lunch or what movie they'll watch over the
weekend are ones that each parent will make on their own.
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How to do it
1. Communicate as little as possible - Stop talking on the phone. When
speaking with a hostile ex, you will likely be drawn into an argument
and nothing will get resolved. Limit communication to texting and email. This way you can choose what to respond to and you will be able
to delete knee-jerk retorts that you would make if you were on the
phone.
2. Make Rules for Communication - Hostile exes tend to ignore
boundaries. So you will have to be very clear about the terms for
communication. E-mail or texting should be used only for logistics:
travel plans, a proposed weekend swap, doctor appointments. If your ex
tends uses e-mails to harass you, tell him you will not respond, and if
the abuse continues, you will stop e-mailing altogether.
3. Do Not Respond to Threats of Lawsuits - Hostile exes frequently
threaten to modify child support or custody arrangements. Do not
respond! Tell your ex that any discussion of litigation must go through
your attorney. This will require money on your ex's part: phone calls
between attorneys, disclosing nancial statements, etc. It is quite
possible that your ex does not really intend to put her money where
her mouth is, so don't take the bait.
4. Avoid being together at child-related functions - It's great for your kids
to see the two of you together -- but only if they see you getting along.
So attend events separately as much as possible. Schedule separate
parent-teacher conferences. Trade off hosting birthday parties. Do
curbside drop-offs so your child doesn't have to feel the tension
between you and your ex.
5. Be proactive with school staff and mental health professionals - School
staff and therapists may have heard things about you that aren't true -for instance, that you are out of the picture or mentally ill. So be
proactive. Fax your custody order to these individuals so they
understand the custody arrangement. Even if you are a non-custodial
parent, you are still entitled to information regarding your child's
academic performance or mental health treatment and the school and
therapists want you to be involved. Talk to school staff and therapists as
soon as possible. Do not be defensive, but explain the situation. When
they see you, they will realize that you are a reasonable person who is
trying to do the right thing for your child.
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6. Don't Sweat the Small Stuff - Parallel Parenting requires letting go of
what happens in the other parent's home. Although it may drive you
crazy that your ex lets 6-year-old Lucy stay up until midnight, there is
really not much you can do about it. Nor can you control your ex's
selection of babysitters, children's clothing or how much TV time is
allowed.

Parenting Plan
It is really important with a hostile/narcissistic ex to ensure you have a robust
parenting plan in place. They will debate every decision with you and the
result can be thousands of pounds/dollars spent returning to court for
clari cation or a decision on something which should have been able to be
reached by compromising. If they were normal.
The following is a sample parenting plan you can print out and adapt for your
situation. I have tried to cover as many eventualities as possible to reduce
the need for discussion and give them as little wiggle room as we can.
However, it is inevitable that you will need to return to court during the
course of your children's lives as they transition through school for example
as those points are much harder to plan for.
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How you want to share time with the children (get speci c and included
details on where and when they will spend holidays, birthdays, Christmas,
school holidays, mother’s/father’s day and any other relevant days to you)

How will special days be shared? (will mothers or fathers day be swapped if
the other parent has them? Will bank holidays be classed as a normal
weekday or part of the holiday? Will the other parent be able to
telephone/video call the children on those special days when they are with
the other parent? Provisions for funerals)

Who is responsible for covering inset/sick days? (is it the parent who has
them the night before or the night of the day it occurs? If that parent isn’t
available who will be asked to cover?)

Days and times for handovers (again be speci c about what day and what
time including a “if parent is more than xxx minutes late for handover
without notifying the parent, child shall stay with the parent with whom
the children are currently with”)

Establish a location for handovers (I recommend choosing a neutral
location and if there are multiple options on meet-up, be speci c about
where e.g. if you meet at a supermarket be speci c about which entrance.
Also specify if a third party is going to be present, conduct the handover or
is not allowed at handovers)

Are you able to agree to keep handovers child focused and not discuss
contentious issues in front of the children?
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Have a plan for cancellations (include how you will notify the other parent,
what provisions you have such as another person will collect, if make-up
time will be provided)

Will you schedule telephone/video calls between the children and the
other parent when they are with you? (If so when and for how long? On
which format? Who will phone who?)

Who is responsible for taking children to after-school activities? (will it be
the parent the children are spending the night with? What about if there
are award ceremonies, how will attendance be dealt with?)

Who is responsible for any costs towards after-school activities, school
uniform, school trips, friends birthdays etc?

Can you agree to keeping the pre-existing routines in place for the
children as far as it is practically possible? (agree routines for bedtime,
homework, before and after
school etc)

Will children be able to share clothing between households? (who is
responsible for washing/cleaning?)

Are you able to accept and respect that you both may have different
parenting styles? (any speci c behavioural issues and ways to handle
them should be mentioned here)
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Can you agree to respect the rules in the other parents house? (details of
speci c rules which would be bene cial if shared across houses)

How will time with extended family be incorporated? (if family are visiting
will there be an option to swap time to ensure children get to see their
family members? Any restrictions?)

Can you agree to respect each other’s private lives? (incorporate one
method for communication with a back-up for emergencies which could
be an agreed third party. Social media privacy)

If either party is to meet a new partner can you agree to wait until you are
sure the relationship is serious before introducing to the children? (could
agree to a timescale. How to introduce to the children)

Do you agree to discuss any plans to move with the other parent either
between the two of you or using an agreed third party?

Who will keep the documents regarding children (passports, birth
certi cates, medical card) and how will access be given by the parent who
does not have possession? (could consider keeping them at the solicitors
or with an agreed third party)

Who is responsible for taking the children to appointments? (include
provision for the other parent being noti ed and the option to attend or
be privy to the same information)
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Can you agree to have both parents as emergency contacts for the
children? (also consider an agreed third party if neither parent can be
reached)

Can you agree not to place unreasonable restrictions on what your
children can and cannot do during their time with each parent?

Have a plan in place for handling any disputes (disagreements will occur so
be prepared for how you want them to be dealt with without the need to
threaten court every time)

This workbook is part of our "Parenting with a hostile ex: How to put
yours and your child's welfare rst" programme. To nd out more head to
www.thenurturingcoach.co.uk
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If you are currently going through the court process
with your narcissistic ex and feel overwhelmed and
fearful that they will convince everyone with their
lies, check out our Get Court Ready 6 week
programme
Learn more
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